discrete-time linear system
Introduction
This paper considers a class of control problems where there is a need to find switching-sequences between different linear systems, as well as linear control laws, to minimize some quadratic cost function. Often, this kind of problems occur in implementation of digital controllers, where issues of sharing CPU power or network bandwidth have to be dealt with. These where x is the state space vector, U the control signals, and U standard Gaussian, independent, disturbances with zero mean and unit covariance. The system matrices @ ( n ) , r(n) and G ( n ) can be chosen by the controller in each step from a small set of M systems
The problem is to find the linear feedback law ing @ ( n ) @ k ( n ) , r ( n ) = r k ( n ) , G ( n ) = G k ( n ) , and sharing or scheduling problems can be modeled as control problems where the controller not only has to control a plant, but also choose between discrete actions ("use network to send this or that right now?").
Similar problems has been studied by a number of v (p(o), L(.), K (0, N ) ) = groups before, in e.g. [l, 2, 4, 5, 61. These papers, methods for finding switching sequences. In [3], we presented a optimization method which could find the though, do not present m y efficient optimization where = O and E { x ( o ) x ( o ) T } = Thus, the sequence K ( 0 , N ) is to be optimized off-line, minimizing the expected cost* optimal solution to some of these problems. In this paper, a new result will be presented, where we search for solutions which are not optimal, but a-optimal.
resulting cost is at most a times the optimal cost. In problems where many sequences give similar results, an a slightly larger than 1 increases optimization speed significantly, and we can solve larger problems.
It also enables us to optimize deterministic switching problems, without state noise.
2,1 Equivalent deterministic problem variance) be the new written
An a-optimal solution, in this case, means that the Consider this equivalent problem: Let P ( n ) (the Its be P(n + 1) =
Problem Formulation

+ R(n)
Consider the following problem: Given a standard where R(n) = E { G ( n )~( n ) u ( n )~G ( n )~} . This problem is deterministic with linear dynamics and linear cost. The state-space is the cone of positive matrices.
Optimal Cost
Let V*(P(n),n) denote the optimal cost starting with state P at time n. Then V * satisfies
Thus the optimal sequence step k at time n c a n be written as the state feedback
In fact, as the problem is deterministic, the full sequence of K ( n , N ) can be determined from P(n). Now consider a non-optimal cost-function V which satisfies where a E R , a 2 1. Then
so V is a lower bound on the optimal cost scaled by
In this paper, we use a to be able to find a solution ( K ( 0 , N ) and I,(.)) with a cost which is at most a times the optimal cost. The idea is, for some a find a V which satisfies (5), and an actual solution a.
Solution backwards
Figure 1: The control sequence tree for M = 2 when expanding all possibilities from N -3 to N .
( K ( 0 , N ) and I,(-)) which gives exactly V(P(n),n).
Then the solution is an upper bound on V*, and also a lower bound on a V * so
(7) Let us denote this solution a-optimal.
Finding an a-optimal solution
We want to find a sequence K ( 0 , N ) and corresponding feedback gains L( n) which satisfies (7). This problem is hard (probably NP-hard), and therefore we do not expect an algorithm that works for all problems.
In order to simplify this section, we will here only consider problems where r = 0, i.e. there is no control signal U. Thus, we are only interested in the switching sequence K (0, N ) .
The problem will be solved by expanding a sequence tree, starting at time N (see Figure 1) . The idea is that we can remove branches from (prune) the tree without violating ( 5 ) . The corresponding cost function Va also satisfies (5), but now with a tight bound. Any cost function V with would still satisfy (5). V'(P(n),n) is one such function, but it consists of M times more sequences than V(P(n + l), n + 1). We now simply remove sequences from d ( n , N ) as long as (12) holds. 
The Solution
To find the full a-optimal solution from time 0 to N, repeat the procedure from n = N with K ( N , N) = end, Send = 0 and Cend = 0 and expand backwards until n = 0, Note that this solution method does not at all rely on noise, but can equally well solve the problem in the noise free case (with only initial variance). The algorithm works well for many problems, in that it can return an a-optimal solution with a reasonable search tree size. For problems with many sequences giving approximately the same cost, a can often be set to e.g 1.001 to find a solution which is very close to the optimal. The algorithm in [3] would have a very hard time trying to find the optimal solution to such a problem.
Optimizing with Control Signal
The above method was described with r = 0 to make the idea clearer. With r # 0, the same ideas hold, but the calculations of S K (9) and (11) change to the standard LQ-iteration.
where and (15)
Improving Search
A n a-optimal cost-function found by using the algorithm in Section 3 contains a solution for all P(O), including very degenerate ones. A P ( 0 ) such as diag([lOloO 01) would e.g. force the optimizer to ignore state 2, and "normal-sized" state noise would make no difference at all. In this section, we will present an addition to Procedure 1, which excludes sequences which would require very large or skewed P(n) to ever be chosen in a minimization. This addition will often decrease the size of K a lot, but it requires the input of a problemdependent parameter R to the optimizer. The idea behind this additional pruning is to remove sequences which have a very bad noise cost compared to other sequences, but where the S (cost) matrix is a bit better in some direction. This means that it may take a very large P for this sequence to come into question. Consider two sequences at time n: Kkeep(n,N) and Kpr,e(n7N) (where the names reflect possible actions). Their corresponding costs are parameterized by ( SKkeep 3 c&,, ) and (SK,,,, 3 CKpmne 1, and we assume that CK, , , , 2 CKkeep*
Minimum Cost Calculation
We want to calculate the smallest possible cost C~n of Kp,,,(n,N) so that it is lower than Kkeep(n,N), i.e. best solution V ( n , N ) from n to N (using the initial variance P(0) for P(n)).
Ac 2 0 is given. Thus, if A S I 0 then (17) cannot hold for any P , and Kkeep is better than Kprune for all P.
This case is already handled by Procedure 1. We can formulate the problem as G u n = y$ tr (PSK,,,,) From the general inequality we obtain which is actually an equality, but there is no need to prove it here. Rewriting it as G n 2 max min tr(P(SKpN,, -AAS)) + /t~c}+cK~~,,, 
Pruning
If &n is large, then for the optimizer to choose KprUe instead of Kkeep in the best sequence, the cost from n to N has to be large (2 &in), A simple pruning rule is then to remove ICprune if it is much worse than the Thus, a small R will give aggressive pruning of the search tree, but at the risk of not being able to find an a-optimal solution for our P(0). As R + 00, Procedure 2 will approach Procedure 1.
Proving a-optimality
In this section, we will show how to prove aoptimality of the found solution even when the more aggressive pruning rule is used. The resulting test has to be performed each iteration of the search, and if it fails, R must be increased and the search restarted. Let Vi denote the optimal cost when the switching sequence K ( 0 , N ) can only be chosen from the set K . (For example Vi(n,N)(P(0)70) means that only sequences which uses one of the sequences in ~( n , N ) for steps n to N are considered.) Then Since all sequences K ( 0 , N ) must either go through K(n,N) or Kprme(n,N), the optimal cost v*(
The last inequality needs some explanation: In Section 4.1, we showed that if Kprm,(n,N) is better than This means, we can disregard VKp,ne(n,~)(P(0),O) in the minimization, unless its cost from n to N is Kkeep(n,N), the cost VKk,p(?L,N)(07N) 2 R + V(n,N).
Process to control in each time step greater than R + V ( n , N ) . In this case the total cost
V~r,e(O,N) from 0 to N must satisfy N ) , (28) where V(0, n ) is an a-optimal solution to the lengthn-problem. Also note that we know V(0,n) as we expand the tree one time-slot at a time, and thus solve all problems from length-0 to length-N.
Our cost function from 0 to N is thus 
Examples
In this section, some example problems which can be solved using the algorithm are presented. To show the effects of different choices of a, the problem was solved three times with a = {l.Ol, 1.1, 1.5) (i.e. for 1%, lo%, and 50% slack, respectively). Aggressive pruning was used with R = 80. The three found sequences are equal, showing that the algorithm with a = 1.5 in this case really finds a solution which is 1.01-optimal. The found a-optimal switching sequence can be seen in Figure 2 , and the search tree sizes in Figure 3 . As can be seen the search tree size seems to stabilize after a while, and in practice this problem can be solved for any time horizon. The problem is not very dependent on the initial variance, as the state noise gives most of the cost. Therefore the aggressive pruning works well to remove unlikely sequencessee Figure 4 . In the next section, we present an example problem which lacks state noise.
Relative percentage of a-and aggressive pruning
Pruned by a-pruning
Conclusions
We have presented a method which efficiently searches for an a-optimal solution to a switched linear system problem. The algorithm can often solve the problem with reasonable effort, both in the deterministic and stochastic case. 
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Example 2 -Scheduling without noise
Assume we have three equivalent inverted-pendulum processes, each with four states Again, the problem is to find a static access schedule for the controller, as it can only access one plant each time-slot. The time slot is 15 ms. In this example, there is no state noise, which means that the problem is deterministic, and the cost to go from 0 to N depends only on the initial state x ( 0 ) (or P ( 0 ) ) . With Q l = Q z = Q 3 = d i a g [ l 1 1 1 l ) , the problem is easily solved for a = 1.1. Actually, the algorithm only has to keep the six permutations of the repeating sequence [l 2 31 as candidates, so the problem can be solved for any time horizon. In practice, it means that for this problem, for any initial state x(0) there is a round-robin scheduling which is at most 10% worse than any other scheduling. As a + 1, the tree size will grow and approach the full exponential size. This is due to the fact that for almost any sequence, there will be an initial state for which this sequence is optimal. Therefore, the a
